
 

 

Withholding taxation and third country based public entities 
Update regarding the application of Article 63 TFEU in third country context 

 

A recent decision of the Finnish Tax Administration expands the application of case law put forward by a 
decision of the Supreme Administrative Court where it was held that a Norwegian Government entity was 
entitled to the same tax exemption allowed for the corresponding Finnish Government entities.  

 

Background and facts 

In Finland, under Sec. 20 of the Income Tax Act several Finnish Government and public entities listed therein 
are tax exempt. The applicant for the WHT refund on dividends received from Finland was a Canadian public 
entity, established under specific provincial laws of Quebec and responsible for investment and management 
of assets of the public pension and insurance plans in accordance with the policies laid down by the respective 
legislation. Its aim is to obtain an optimal profit for the assets whilst promoting the economic development 
of Quebec. Its activities are supervised by Quebec’s Department of the Treasury and National Assembly. 
The applicant is exempt from Canadian income tax under Canadian law. In Finland, a WHT of 15 % based 
on the Finland-Canada DTC had been charged from dividends and the applicant applied for a WHT refund 
on basis of Art 63 TFEU. It is worth to mention that effective exchange of information exists between Finland 
and Canada under the DTC. 

 

Decision of the Finnish Tax Administration 

With reference to Art 63 TFEU, the FTA decided that the Canadian public entity was comparable with the 
Finnish Government and public entities listed in Sec. 20, specifically with the Social Insurance Institution, 
which is responsible for the basic income security of Finnish nationals. The Social Insurance Institution is 
established under a specific legislation and it also invests its assets in compliance with the policies laid down 
in law. Notably, the FTA stated that it was irrelevant that due to the federal structure of Canada and 
independence of the provinces, the applicant’s activity serves solely the people of Quebec. Thus, the decision 
is clearly influenced by the SAC’s decision where the Court highlighted that the comparable entities do not 
need to be identical, but rather they shall have a similar purpose and function, and accordingly, the 
differences amongst Government entities are mainly formal and immaterial and thus do not justify 
discriminatory taxation. 

 

Conclusion 

As a result, third country public entities, which perform similar tasks, in accordance with similar purpose, to 
those listed within the Income Tax Act should be entitled to dividend withholding tax refunds in Finland. 
Consequently, the position of third country based entities in WHT refund applications is generally 
strengthened. 
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Should you have any questions or comments regarding the FTA’s decision and the approach adopted, do not 
hesitate to contact us. 
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